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Ralf Gunther has determined all the cleft extensions over the finite quotientÈ
Ž .Hopf algebra u sl of the quantized universal enveloping algebra of sl at aq 2 2
w xroot of unity R. Gunther, Ph.D. thesis, Universitat Munchen, 1999 . His tech-È È È
Ž .niques applications of the diamond lemma are similar to those used by A.
w Ž . xMasuoka Comm. Algebra 22 1994 , 4537]4559 for the two-generator Taft alge-
bras. In the present paper we give another proof of a special case of Gunther'sÈ
Ž .classification, namely, the case of cleft Galois extensions of the base field. The
Ž .idea is that u sl is the quotient of the Drinfeld double of a Taft algebra by aq 2
normal Hopf subalgebra. We use techniques that allow us to calculate all Galois
objects of such a composed Hopf algebra. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the paper k is a fixed commutative base ring. All algebras,
tensor products etc. are over k. We denote comultiplications of Hopf
Ž .algebras by D, counits by « , right resp., left comodule structures by r
Ž .resp., l . We make use of the Sweedler notation without summation
Ž . Ž . Ž .symbols: D h s h m h , r x s x m x , l x s x m x .Ž1. Ž2. Ž0. Ž1. Žy1. Ž0.
Let H be a k-flat Hopf algebra with bijective antipode. A right H-co-
module algebra A is said to be a right H-Galois extension of B s Aco H [
 Ž . 4 Ž .a g A N r a s a m 1 if the right Galois map k : A m A 2 x m y ‹B
Ž .xy m y g A m H is a bijection. We denote by Gal H the set of allŽ0. Ž1. B
isomorphism classes of right H-Galois extensions of B which are faithfully
flat as left B-modules. In the case that B s k we say that A is an
Ž . Ž .H-Galois object and write Gal H s Gal H . An H-comodule algebra Ak
is said to be cleft if there is an H-colinear convolution invertible map
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H “ A. Any cleft comodule algebra is a Galois extension, and if H is
w xfinite dimensional over a field, any Galois object is cleft by 8 .
If k is a field and contains a primitive nth root of unity z then the
two-generator Taft algebra is defined to be
² : n nT s k G, X r G y 1, X , XG y z GX ,Ž .
Ž . Ž .with comultiplication determined by D G s G m G so G is grouplike
Ž . Ž Ž . . w xand D X s 1 m X q X m G so X is 1, G -primitive . Masuoka 9 has
classified all cleft extensions over the two-generator Taft algebras. Doi and
w xTakeuchi 4 have also classified all their Galois extensions. Now assume
that q g k is such that z s q2 is a primitive nth root of unity. Then the
Ž . Ž .finite quotient u sl of the quantum enveloping algebra U sl of slq 2 q 2 2
is
² : n n n 2u sl ( k G, X , Y r G y 1, X , Y , XG y q GX ,Ž .q 2 ž
G y Gy1
y2YG y q GY , YX y XY y ,y1 /q y q
Ž . Ž y1 . w xwith grouplike G, 1, G -primitive X and G , 1 -primitive Y. Gunther 5È
Ž .has classified all cleft extensions of u sl . The Taft algebras are relatedq 2
Ž . Ž .to u sl in the following way: The Borel-like subalgebra u b sq 2 q q
² : Ž .G, X ; u sl is isomorphic to the Taft algebra. The Drinfeld doubleq 2
Ž . Ž .of u b is, roughly speaking, u sl with two copies of the grouplikeq q q 2
Ž .generators. More precisely u sl is the quotient of the Drinfeld doubleq 2
of the two-generator Taft algebra by a normal subalgebra. In the language
w x Ž .of 3 with a slight change of factors, see Section 2 we can write
u sl s T j T X rI ,Ž . Ž .q 2 t
where T X ( T op *, t is the canonical skew pairing between T X and T , and
Ž U .y1 UI is the Hopf ideal generated by G G , where G is a certain grouplike
in the dual of the Taft algebra.
Ž .Now if u sl can be built up in this way from the Taft algebra, thereq 2
Ž Ž ..should be a way to build up Gal u sl , which has been determined byq 2
Ž .Gunther, from Gal T , which has been determined by Masuoka. ThisÈ
would be expected to be done in two steps: The first is to relate Galois
objects over a twisted product H j H to Galois objects over the factors,1 2
and the second to relate Galois objects over a Hopf algebra to Galois
objects over a normal quotient Hopf algebra.
Ž . w xFor each A g Gal H there is, by 11 , a unique up to isomorphism
Ž .Hopf algebra L [ L A, H and left L-comodule structure on A such
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that A is a left L-Galois object and an L-H-bicomodule algebra; we say
w xthat A is an L-H-biGalois object. Kreimer 7 has found a formula for the
group of Galois objects of a tensor product of cocommutative Hopf
algebras, namely,
Gal H m H ( Gal H [ Gal H [ Hopf H , HU .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
The isomorphism assigns to Galois objects A over H and a Hopf algebrai i
map H “ HU a twisted tensor product of the A . A partial analogue in1 2 i
w xthe noncocommutative case is 10, Proposition 3.7 , which says that any
Ž .A g Gal H m H can be obtained in a unique way as a tensor product of1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .A g Gal H twisted by a skew pairing between L A , H and L A , H .i i 2 2 1 1
It is easy to generalize this result to twisted products H j H , where t1 t 2
is a skew pairing between H and H ; we do this in Section 2. For our2 1
Ž . Ž .application to u sl it then remains to see how Gal H is related toq 2
Ž .Gal H , where H is a normal quotient Hopf algebra of H; we deal with
Ž . Ž .this problem in Section 3. Every A g Gal H yields AI H g Gal H byH
Ž .cotensor product. One has to check which A g Gal H arises in this way,
and how many different A may yield isomorphic AI H. The firstH
co Hquestion is answered by conditions on A : This subcomodule algebra
has to be invariant under the Miyashita]Ulbrich action of H on A, and
co Hisomorphic to H as a Yetter]Drinfeld-module algebra over H. The
second question can be answered by studying the relation between group-
co HŽ .likes in the duals of L A, H and H .
In the last section we then use the general results to obtain a complete
Ž Ž ..description of Gal u sl . This is a special case of results in Gunther'sÈq 2
thesis, which both motivated the general theory presented in this paper,
and served as an example to test it on.
It should be noted that meanwhile the present paper has in turn
w xinfluenced Gunther's thesis. The techniques in 5 still involve the diamondÈ
Žlemma, but now also include results on cleft extensions over not necessar-
.ily normal quotient Hopf algebras that are inspired by Theorem 3.2
Ž .although they are neither proper generalizations nor special cases of it .
w xThese results will also appear in 6 .
2. GALOIS OBJECTS OVER TWISTED
TENSOR PRODUCTS
w x XRecall the following facts from 11 : Let H and H be two Hopf
algebras, and A an H-H X-biGalois object. Then we have equivalences of
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monoidal categories
M H 2 V ‹ V I A g M H X
H
H XM 2 V ‹ A I V gHM .
XH
In particular, for any bialgebra B these induce bijections between isomor-
phism classes of B-H-bicomodule algebras and of B-H X-bicomodule alge-
bras, and also between isomorphism classes of H X-B-bicomodule algebras
and of H-B-bicomodule algebras. These bijections induce bijections be-
X Ž .tween the sets of H- and H -Galois objects on the left or right and
between B-H-biGalois objects and B-H X-biGalois objects, and also be-
tween H-B-biGalois objects and H X-B-biGalois objects.
We shall be needing a special case of these bijections.
A two-cocycle on a bialgebra H is a map s : H m H “ k such that for
all f , g, h g H we have
s f , g s f g , h s s g , h s f , g h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and s h, 1 s s 1, h s « h . If s is a convolution invertible two-
w x scocycle, then Doi 1 constructs a double twisted bialgebra H which is H
Ž . y1Ž .as a coalgebra with multiplication g ? h s s g , h g h s g , h .Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž3. Ž3.
An older construction based on a convolution invertible two-cocycle is
w xthe crossed product right H-comodule algebra k H [ ka H, which iss s
Ž .defined to be H with multiplication g ? h s s g , h g h . It is a rightŽ1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.
w x sH-Galois object, and by 11 in fact an H -H-biGalois object via the
comultiplication of H.
More generally, we can define, for any Hopf algebras L and H,
invertible two-cocycles a : L m L “ k and s : H m H “ k, and any L-H-
s w xbicomodule algebra A the twisted algebra k A to be A with thea
multiplication
x ? y [ a x , y x y sy1 x , y .Ž . Ž .Žy1. Žy1. Ž0. Ž0. Ž1. Ž1.
If one of a and s is the trivial cocycle « , we omit it, which is compatible
w x w x « w xwith the earlier definition of k H since k H s k H . Another spe-s s s
s s w x s w x a scial case is H s k H . One checks that k A is an L -H -bicomodules a
algebra, and the canonical isomorphisms A ( AI H and A ( LI AH L
induce bicomodule algebra isomorphisms
w x w x s w x w xk L I A ( k A ( k A I k H .Ž . Ž .a a a ssL H
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We deduce that
s w x a sBiGal L, H 2 A ‹ k A g BiGal L , H 1Ž . Ž . Ž .a
is a bijection.
Let L, H be two bialgebras. A skew pairing of L and H is a map t :
L m H “ k satisfying
t l l X , h s t l , h t l X , hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž2. Ž1.
t l , hhX s t l , h t l , hX ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . X Xand t l , 1 s « l , t 1, h s « h for all l , l g L and h, h g H. We
Ž .denote the set of skew pairings of L and H by SPair L, H . A skew
Ž .Upairing is said to be invertible if it is as an element of L m H . The
trivial skew pairing is by definition « [ « . Note that if H is a HopfLmH
algebra then any skew pairing t : L m H “ k is invertible with ty1 s
Ž .t id m S .L
Ž .Let t : L m H “ k be an invertible skew pairing. Then t [ « m t m « :Ã
Ž . Ž . Ž .H m L m H m L “ k is an invertible two-cocycle.
tÃŽ .We denote the twisted Hopf algebra H m L by H j L. Its multi-t
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .plication is given by h j 1 1 j l s h j l and 1 j l h j 1 s
Ž .Ž . y1Ž .t l , h h j l t l , h .Ž1. Ž2. Ž3.Ž1. Ž2. Ž3.
ŽOur reference for skew pairings and the cocycles and twisted Hopf
w xalgebras obtained from them is 3 , where, however, we have made trivial
changes to the order of tensor factors in the definition of a skew pairing as
well as in the transition from a skew pairing to a two-cocycle; thus, in the
version of the generalized Drinfeld double H j L we use, t is defined ont
.L m H.
Ž .Let H , H , L , L be Hopf algebras, t g SPair L , L and s g1 2 1 2 2 1
Ž .SPair H , H . Then for L -H -bicomodule algebras A we abbreviate2 1 i i i
s
sÃ w xA a A [ k A m A .1 2 t 1 2Ã
t
Thus, multiplication in A asA is given by1 t 2
xay xXayX s xt y , xX xX ay sy1 y , xX yX .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Žy1. Žy1. Ž0. Ž0. Ž1. Ž1.
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let H and H be Hopf algebras, and s g SPair H , H .1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 For A g Gal H , A g Gal H , and t g SPair L , L , where1 1 2 2 2 1
Ž . s Ž . Ž sL s L A , H , we ha¤e A a A g Gal H j H and L A a A ,i i i 1 t 2 1 s 2 1 t 2
.H j H ( L j L .1 s 2 1 t 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Any A g Gal H j H has the form in 1 for unique A and a1 s 2 i
skew pairing t which is unique up to composition with coinner automorphisms
of L and L .1 2
Ž . w xProof. This is a corollary of the bijection 1 and 10, Proposition 3.7 .
3. GALOIS OBJECTS OVER NORMAL QUOTIENT
HOPF ALGEBRAS
Throughout the section we assume the following situation: Let H be a
k-flat Hopf algebra with bijective antipode over the commutative base ring
k. Let H X be a normal k-flat Hopf subalgebra such that H is a faithfully
X Xqflat H -module, and let H [ HrH H be the corresponding quotient
Hopf algebra. Then H is a faithfully coflat H-comodule on either side and
co H Xco HH s H s H . We study the relation between the classes of H-Galois
objects and H-Galois objects; we consider, more generally, left faithfully
flat Hopf]Galois extensions of an arbitrary algebra B.
Key ingredients are two results of Schneider on how Hopf]Galois
extensions behave under a change of Hopf algebras:
For the first result suppose we are given a Hopf algebra map H “ F
between two k-flat Hopf algebras with bijective antipodes. Then there is a
canonical way to get faithfully flat H-Galois extensions from faithfully flat
F-Galois extensions, namely, by taking the cotensor product: Since the
w Ž .xantipodes are supposed to be bijective, we can apply 14, Remark 3.11. 3
Ž . Ž .to the opposite algebras to get a map Gal F “ Gal H that maps theB B
left faithfully flat F-Galois extension A of B to AI H. A special caseF
arises for the inclusion map H X “ H: Any left faithfully flat H-Galois
extension A of B yields a left faithfully flat H X-Galois extension
Ž X. XA H [ AI H of B.H
Ž X . y1Ž X. y1Ž X.One easily checks A H ( r A m H ; A and r A m H s
co HA .
Ž .By another result of Schneider's we can thus consider A g Gal H asB
XŽ .a left faithfully flat H-Galois extension of A H : This is a special case
w x wof 15, Theorem 1.4 , or, in the special case that k is a field, of 14, Corol-
xlary 3.10 .
Ž . Ž .Below we study the map Gal F “ Gal H in a different specialB B
case, namely, the case F s H. The question then is what the image and
the fibers of this map are.
Ž .Recall that for A g Gal H the Miyashita]Ulbrich action of H on theB
centralizer AB of B in A is defined as the unique mapping AB m H 2
Ž . Bx m h ‹ x £ h such that xy s y x £ y holds for all x g A andŽ0. Ž1.
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Ž w x.y g A see 16, 2 . In the special case that A s H, this is just the adjoint
Ž .action of H on itself by g £ h s S h gh . The Miyashita]UlbrichŽ1. Ž2.
action makes AB a Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebra; that is, AB is an
Ž .H-module algebra, and the condition x £h mx h s x £ h mŽ0. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž0.
Ž . Bx £ h h holds for all x g A and h g H.Ž1. Ž1. Ž2.
We use the following simple fact:
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra with bijecti¤e antipode and M g
M H a Hopf module. Then the identity on M induces an isomorphismH
co H q y1Ž .M ( MrH M, whose in¤erse maps m to S m m .Žy1. Ž0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. 1 Let A g Gal H . Then AI H g Gal H , andB H B
X X X BŽ .f : H 2 h ‹ 1 m h g AI H is a Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebraA H
map.
Ž . Ž . X B2 Let A g Gal H , and let f : H “ A be a homomorphism ofB
Xq XqŽ . Ž .Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebras. Then f H A s Af H is an H-sub-
XqŽ . Ž .comodule ideal of A, and Arf [ Arf H A g Gal H .B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 In the situation of 1 we ha¤e Arf I H s A in Gal H . In theH B
Ž . Ž . Ž .situation of 2 we ha¤e AI H rf s A in Gal H .H A B
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 E¤ery A g Gal H arises as Arf for a unique A g Gal H and aB B
Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebra map f : H X “ AB which is determined
uniquely up to an H-comodule algebra automorphism of A fixing B element-
wise.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Let A g Gal H . Then AI H g Gal H by a special caseH
w Ž .xof 14, Remark 3.11. 3 as noted above. The Miyashita]Ulbrich action of
B BŽ . Ž .H on AI H s A I H is given by Ý x m h £ g s Ý x £ g mH H i i i Ž2.
BŽ .S g h g . In fact, this action is well defined because A is aŽ1. i Ž3.
Ž . Ž .Yetter]Drinfeld-module, which entails x £ g m x £ g s xŽ0. Ž1. Ž0.
B£ g m S g x g in A m H for g g H and x g A , and the formulaŽ .Ž2. Ž1. Ž1. Ž3.
BŽ .jz s z j £ z for j g A I H and z g AI H can be verifiedŽ0. Ž1. H H
easily. It follows that f , which is clearly an H-comodule algebra map toA
BŽ .AI H , is also H-linear.H
Ž . Ž . X B2 Let A g Gal H and f : H “ A an H-module, comodule, andB
Ž Xq. Ž Xq. Ž Ž Xq. .algebra map. Then Af H s f H A and hence f H A is an ideal
because for hX g H Xq and a g A we have
f hX a s a f hX £ a s a f S a hXa g Af H Xq ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž0. Ž1. Ž0. Ž1. Ž2.
and similarly
af hX s a f hX £ Sy1 a a s f hX £ Sy1 a aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž0. Ž2. Ž1. Ž1. Ž0.
s f a hXSy1 a a g f H Xq A.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž2. Ž1. Ž0.
Xq XqŽ . Ž .Clearly f H A is an H-subcomodule of A. In particular, A and f H A
Hcan be considered as relative Hopf modules in M . Since A is a leftA
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XŽ .faithfully flat H-Galois extension of A H we can use the structure
w x Ž Xq. Ž X.theorem on Hopf modules 14, Theorem 3.7 . Because f H A H is
X Xq Xq Xco HŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž ..a right A H -submodule of f H A with f H A H A s
Xq Xq X Xq Xco HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .f H A, this yields f H A H s f H A . Since A H is an
H X-Galois extension of B, and becomes, via f , an object of X M H
X
, weH
w xhave, using 14, Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.1,
co H co HXq Xq X Xq Xco HArf H A ( A r f H A ( A H rf H A HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
co H XX( A H ( B.Ž .
As an H-comodule algebra, Arf is a quotient of A, which in turn is a
XŽ . wfaithfully flat H-Galois extension of A H . It follows by 12, Proposi-
xtion 3.3 that Arf is a faithfully flat H-Galois extension of B.
Ž .3 Since any comodule algebra map between faithfully flat Hopf]Galois
wextensions of B that fixes B elementwise is an isomorphism by 14,
Ž .xRemark 3.11 1 , it is enough to point out the obvious maps
A I H rf 2 x m h ‹ x « h g AŽ .Ý ÝA i i i iž /
H
A2a ‹ a m a g Arf I H .Ž .Ž0. Ž1.
H
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 By 3 it is clear that every element of Gal H arises as Arf for
Ž .a unique Gal H and some Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebra map f :
H X “ AB. If t is an H-colinear algebra automorphism of A fixing the
elements of B, then it is clear that t induces an isomorphism t: Arf “
Artf. Conversely, assume given two Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebra
X Bhomomorphisms f , g : H “ A and an isomorphism t: Arf “ Arg of
H-Galois extensions of B. Then an automorphism t of the H-Galois
extension A of B can be defined by commutativity of the outer square of
the following diagram:








6 g fAr g XA Arg I H6
p Hg
It remains to show that the left triangle commutes. But the right triangle
Ž X . Xcommutes trivially, and the top triangle commutes because f h m h ’Ž1. Ž1.
X Xq X XŽ .1 m h modulo f H for h g H ; the bottom triangle is analogous to the
top one. Since p is an isomorphism, we can conclude that the left triangleg
commutes also.
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A more concise way of stating the content of the preceding theorem is
the following:
COROLLARY 3.3. Define
I : Gal H 2 A ‹ A I H g Gal H .Ž . Ž .B B
H
Ž . H Ž X B. H Ž .Then A g Im I iff Alg H , A / B. The group Alg A, A acts on theH B
H Ž X B.left on Alg H , A by composition, and the quotient of the action is inH
y1Ž .bijection with I A ¤ia
H H X B w x y1Alg A , A _ Alg H , A 2 f ‹ Arf g I A .Ž . Ž . Ž .B H
Remark 3.4. Akira Masuoka pointed out the following reformulation of
the results of Theorem 3.2: One has a pullback diagram of categories
y I H
H 6Ž . Ž .Gal H Gal HB B
6 6
BŽ .y
XH H6Ž . Ž .Alg Y D rH Alg Y DH H
Ž .Here, Gal H denotes the category of left faithfully flat H-Galois exten-B
Ž . Ž H . Xsions of B all of whose morphisms are isomorphisms . Alg Y D rHH
denotes the category of Yetter]Drinfeld-module algebras ``over'' H X, that
is, Yetter]Drinfeld module algebras R equipped with a Yetter]Drinfeld
X Ž H . Xmodule algebra map H “ R. Maps in Alg Y D rH are Yetter]Drin-H
feld module algebra maps commuting with the distinguished maps from
H X. The bottom horizontal arrow is the underlying functor. We do not go
Žinto the details of the definition of a pullback of categories which is like
an ordinary pullback except that functors should only be isomorphic
.instead of equal, and uniqueness is only up to isomorphism . Rather, we
note that the pullback of categories implies a pullback of sets
y I H
H 6Ž . Ž .Gal H Gal HB B
6 6
BŽ .y
XH H6Alg Y D rH Alg Y DŽ . Ž .H H
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where overlining in the bottom line denotes taking the sets of isomorphism
classes.
Let us turn to the special case of Hopf]Galois objects, that is B s k.
Ž . Ž . X Ž Ž X. X.Let A g Gal H . Put L [ L A, H and L [ L A H , H .
w x XLet us recall some results from 13 : We can consider L as a Hopf
Ž X.subalgebra of L in a unique way such that A H ; A is an L-H-bicomod-
co L co LX XŽ .ule subalgebra of A. Moreover, we then have A H s A and L s L
Xq Xfor L [ LrLL . The Hopf subalgebra L ; L is normal if and only if
Ž X.A H ; A is an H-submodule with respect to the Miyashita]Ulbrich
action.
Ž . Ž .Now assume A is in the image of I : Gal H “ Gal H . Then there
H Ž X . Ž X.exists f g Alg H , A . Obviously, the image of f is contained in A H ,H
X Ž X. X X Ž X.and since H and A H are H -Galois objects, H ( A H via f. In
Ž X.particular, A H is an H-submodule of the Miyashita]Ulbrich action of
H on A, and isomorphic to H X as a Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module algebra. It
X Ž X X.follows that we have an isomorphism of Hopf algebras H ( L H , H (
Ž Ž X. X. XL A H , H s L , which is by definition the unique vector space map
X X Ž X . Ž X . Ž X. Ž X .f : H “ L such that f h m f h s f h m f h holds for allf f Ž1. Ž2. Žy1. Ž0.
hX g H X.
H Ž X . XSince any other g g Alg H , A also induces an isomorphism H (H
Ž X.A H , it has the form g s fu for a unique H-linear and -colinear algebra
automorphism u of H X. Being an H X-colinear map, u has the form
Ž X. Ž X . X Xu h s u h h with u s «u : H “ k. Since u is an H-linear algebraŽ1. Ž2.
map, so is u, and conversely, any H-linear algebra map u: H X “ k defines
X Ž X.an H-colinear and H-linear algebra automorphism u of H by u h s
Ž X . X Ž X .u h h . This shows that the group Alg H , k acts simply and transi-Ž1. Ž2. H
H Ž X . Ž .Ž X. Ž X . Ž X .tively on the left on Alg H , A by the formula u) f h s u h f h .H Ž1. Ž2.
Ž .By the universal properties of L A, H , we have a bijection
Alg L, k 2 ¤ ‹ t g Alg H A , A ,Ž . Ž .¤
Ž . Ž .given by t a s ¤ a a . This bijection is easily checked to be a group¤ Žy1. Ž0.
Ž . H Ž X .antiisomorphism. Now for ¤ g Alg L, k , f g Alg H , A , and u gH
Ž X .Alg H , k we haveH
t u) f hX s t u hX f hX s u hX ¤ f hX f hXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .¤ ¤ Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.Ž . Ž .y1 0
s u hX ¤f hX f hX s u)¤f ) f hX .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž1. f Ž2. Ž3. f
Summarizing, we have proven:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.5. Let A g Gal H be in the image of I : Gal H “
Ž . Ž . H Ž X .Gal H , and put L [ L A, H . Fix f g Alg H , A . Then there is aH
unique Hopf algebra map f : H X “ L for which f is left L-colinear. Thef
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image LX of f is normal in L and independent of the choice of f. We ha¤ef
XqŽ .L Arf, H ( LrLL . There is a group homomorphism
Alg L, k 2 ¤ ‹ fU [ ¤f g Alg H X , k ,Ž . Ž .f f H
U y1Ž .and the space of left cosets of the image of f is in bijection with I Af
¤ia
X U w x y1Alg H , k rf Alg L, k 2 u ‹ Ar u) f g I A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H f
Note that f can depend on the choice of f ; in fact, one can check thatf
Ž y1 .f s f coinn u .u) f f
Ž .4. GALOIS OBJECTS OVER u slq 2
Fix a natural number n G 2, and assume that the base field k contains
an element q such that q2 is a primitive nth root of unity.
Consider the following two Hopf algebras,
² : n n 2T s k G, X r G y 1, X , XG y q GX ,Ž .
Ž .with grouplike G and 1, G -primitive X, and
X ² : n n y2T s k J , Y r J y 1, Y , YJ y q JY ,Ž .
Ž y1 . Xwith grouplike J and J , 1 -primitive Y. T and T are copies of two-gen-
erator Taft algebras.
The Hopf algebra T is known to be self-dual; there is a Hopf algebra
U Ž .Ž . 2 Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .isomorphism D: T “ T with D G G s q , D G X s 0, D X G
Ž .Ž .s 0, and D X X s 1.
The Hopf algebra T X is isomorphic to T op via the unique Hopf algebra
X op Ž . Ž . y1map g : T “ T with g J s G and g Y s G X.
In particular, skew pairings t : T X m T “ k are in bijection with Hopf
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .algebra maps f : T “ T by the formula t z , j s D fg z j . All such f
Ž . l Ž . Ž . Ž .are given by f G s G and f X s 0 for any l g Zr n , or by f G s G
Ž .and f X s rX for any r g k. We define
M [ l , r g Zr n = k N l s 1 or r s 0 , 2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
and conclude that there is a bijection
w x XM 2 l , r ‹ l , r g SPair T , T ,Ž . Ž .
w x w xŽ . 2 l w xŽ .with l , r determined by l , r J, G s q , l , r J, X s 0 s
w xŽ . w xŽ . w xy1Ž . y2 ll , r Y, G , and l , r Y, X s r. One checks that l , r J, G s q ,
w xy1Ž . w xy1Ž . w xy1Ž .l , r J, X s 0 s l , r Y, G , and l , r Y, X s yr.
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The coinner automorphisms of T and T 9 fix G, resp. J, and multiply X,
w x Ž .resp. Y, by an nth root of unity. Hence they act on l , r g SPair T 9, T
by multiplication of r by an nth root of unity. We let M 9 denote a set of
representatives for the orbits of the corresponding action on M of the
group of nth roots of unity.
Ç Ç nŽ . w xLet A be a set of representatives of kr k . Masuoka 9 has classified
all cleft extensions over T , and in particular we know that
A = k 2 a , b ‹ A g Gal TŽ . Ž .a , b
is a bijection, where
² : n n 2A s k g , x r g y a , x y b , xg y q gxŽ .a , b
Ž .with right comodule algebra structure determined by r g s g m G and
Ž . w xr x s 1 m X q x m G. We have checked in 10 that A was a T-T-bi-a , b
Galois extension with left comodule algebra structure determined by
Ž . Ž .l g s G m g and l x s 1 m x q X m g.
One concludes that
A = k 2 a , b ‹ AX g Gal T XŽ . Ž .a , b
is also a bijection, where
X ² : n n y2A s k j, y r j y a , y y b , yj y q jy ,Ž .a , b
Ž . Ž . y1with right comodule algebra structure r j s j m J and r y s j m Y q
X X X Ž .y m 1. Moreover, A is a T -T -biGalois object with l j s J m j anda , b
Ž . y1l y s J m y q Y m 1.
Ž .We can apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that for every m, s g M we
have a bijection
A = k = A = k = M 9 “ Gal T j T XŽ .w m , s x
w xm , s
X X X
X Xa , b , a , b , l , r ‹ A a A .Ž . a , b a , b
w xl , r
We do some computations in A aw m , s xA X XX . We havea , b w l , r x a , b
y1 2 ly2 mw x w x1aj ga1 s l , r J , G gaj m , s J , G s q gajŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1w x w x1aj xa1 s l , r J , x x aj m , s J , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Žy1. Ž0. Ž1.
y1w x w xs l , r J , 1 xaj m , s J , GŽ . Ž .
s qy2 m xaj
y1w x w x1ay ga1 s l , r y , G gay m , s y , GŽ . Ž . Ž . .Žy1. Ž0. Ž1.
y1y1w x w xs l , r J , G gay m , s 1, GŽ . Ž .
s qy2 l gay
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y1y1w x w x1ay xa1 s l , r J , 1 xay m , s 1, GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1w x w xq l , r Y , X ga1 m , s 1, GŽ . Ž .
y1y1 y1w x w xq l , r J , 1 1aj m , s Y , XŽ . Ž .
s xay q r ga1 y s 1ajy1 .
In what follows we write g s ga1, x s xa1, y s 1ay, and j s 1aj in
A aw m , s xA X XX , and G s G j 1, J s 1 j J, etc. in T j T X.a , b w l , r x a , b w l , r x
X w m , s x X Ž .X XThe right coaction of T j T on A a A satisfies r x sw m , s x a , b w l , r x a , b
Ž . y11 m X q x m G and r y s j m Y q y m 1. One checks easily that the
Galois map k satisfies
k 1 m x y xgy1 m g s 1 m XŽ .
k j m y y jy m 1 s 1 m YŽ .
k gy1 m g s 1 m GŽ .
k jy1 m j s 1 m J ,Ž .
whence the Miyashita]Ulbrich action of T j T X on A aw m , s xA X XXw m , s x a , b w l , r x a , b
satisfies
jy1 g £ G s gy1 jy1 g 2 s q2 my2 l jy1 g
jy1 g £ J s jy2 gj s q2 my2 l jy1 g
jy1 g £ X s jy1 gx y xgy1 jy1 g 2 s 1 y q2y2 l xjy1 gŽ .
jy1 g £ Y s jjy1 gy y jyjy1 g s 1 y q2y2 l gy.Ž .
In particular, the subalgebra A X in A aw m , s xA X XX generated by jy1 g isa , b w l , r x a , b
stable under the Miyashita]Ulbrich action if and only if l s 1.
As a special case, the Hopf subalgebra H X of T j T X generated byw1, s x
Jy1 G is normal. H X is isomorphic to the group algebra of a cyclic group
C . Fix some s g k and consider H s T j T X. We wish to use then w1, s x
results of Section 3 to determine the isomorphism classes of Galois objects




X XA a A I H ( A ,a , b a , bž /w x Hl , r
for any a , b , a X, b X, l , r. We have already checked that A X is invariant
under the Miyashita]Ulbrich action of H if and only if l s 1. Assuming
Ž y1 .n X Xthis, we have jg s gj and thus j g s ara , so that, as a H -comodule
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X w x Ž n X.algebra, that is, C -graded algebra, A is isomorphic to k t r t y ara .n
This in turn is isomorphic to H X as a H X-comodule algebra iff ara X is an
nth power in k, and thus a s a X. Conversely, if a s a X and l s 1, then f :
H X 2 Jy1 G ‹ jy1 g g A X is an isomorphism of Yetter]Drinfeld-H-module
algebras. The corresponding Hopf algebra imbedding
w x1, s
X X Xf s f : H “ L [ L A a A , H s T j Tf a , b a , b w1, r xž /w x1, r
is given by Jy1 G ‹ Jy1 G. It is easy to determine all algebra maps L “ k:
the images of G and J have to be nth roots of unity, and the images of X
and Y have to be zero. The relation YX y XY s rG y rJy1 entails that
the image of G is inverse to the image of J unless r s 0. So the general
Ž . 2 e Ž .form of an algebra map ¤ : L “ k is determined by ¤ G s q , ¤ J s
qy2 e
X
with the condition e s eX if r / 0. The restriction of ¤ to H X along j
y1 2 eq2 eX Ž 2is given by J G ‹ q . Thus, if r s 0 or n is odd in which case q is
4 e . Xof the form q for suitable e any algebra map H “ k arises as the
restriction of some ¤ , while in the case r / 0 and n even, there are two
classes of algebra maps H X “ k modulo restrictions of algebra maps
Ž y1 . 2 tL “ k. Representatives of these two classes are given by u J G s q
 4 Ž .Ž y1 . 2 t y1with t g 0, 1 , and u) f J G s q j g. We conclude that any Galois
X X XqŽ .object over H s T j T r T j T H arises uniquely as one ofw1, s x w1, s x
w x1, s
X
XA a A f ,a , b a , b tž /w x1, r
X ² 2:  4where a g A, b , b g k, r g kr q , and t g 0, 1 with t s 0 if r s 0 or
Ž y1 . 2 t y1n is odd, and f is given by f J G s q j g.t t
Finally, note that
T j T X rHH Xq( u slŽ .Ž .w1 , r x q 2
G j 1 s 1 j J ‹ G
X j 1 ‹ X if r / 0
1 j Y ‹ r q y qy1 ,Ž .
Ž X . Xqwhile T j T rHH has two commuting nonproportional nontrivialw1, 0x
Ž .skew primitives if r s 0, hence is not isomorphic to u sl . We sum-q 2
marize
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Ž .THEOREM 4.1. E¤ery Galois object G o¤er u sl arises uniquely asq 2
² : n n n X 2 y2k g , x , y r g y a , x y b , y y b , xg y q gx , yg y q gy ,ž
q2 t
y1xy y yx y rg y gy1 /q y q
Çwhere a g k is uniquely determined up to multiplication by an nth power, b
and b9 are unique once a is fixed, r g k is unique up to multiplication by an
 4nth root of unity, and t g 0, 1 is unique unless r s 0 or n is odd, and
redundant in that case.
Ž Ž .. Ž .We ha¤e L G, u sl ( u sl if and only if r / 0, andq 2 q 2
² : n n n 2L G , u sl ( k G, X , Y r G y 1, X , Y , XG y q GX ,Ž . ŽŽ .q 2
YG y qy2 GY , XY y XY .
if r s 0.
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